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Abstract. This is the continuation of the paper ”Central discontinuous Galerkin meth-
ods on overlapping cells with a non-oscillatory hierarchical reconstruction” by the
same authors. The hierarchical reconstruction introduced therein is applied to central
schemes on overlapping cells and to finite volume schemes on non-staggered grids.
This takes a new finite volume approach for approximating non-smooth solutions. A
critical step for high-order finite volume schemes is to reconstruct a non-oscillatory
high degree polynomial approximation in each cell out of nearby cell averages. In
the paper this procedure is accomplished in two steps: first to reconstruct a high de-
gree polynomial in each cell by using e.g., a central reconstruction, which is easy to do
despite the fact that the reconstructed polynomial could be oscillatory; then to apply
the hierarchical reconstruction to remove the spurious oscillations while maintaining
the high resolution. All numerical computations for systems of conservation laws are
performed without characteristic decomposition. In particular, we demonstrate that
this new approach can generate essentially non-oscillatory solutions even for 5th-order
schemes without characteristic decomposition.
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1 Introduction

Finite volume schemes are powerful numerical methods for solving nonlinear conserva-
tion laws and related equations. It evolves only cell averages of a solution over time and
is locally conservative. The first-order Godunov and Lax-Friedrichs (LxF) schemes are,
respectively, the forerunners for the large class of upwind and central high-resolution fi-
nite volume schemes. However, the cell average of a solution in a cell contains too little
information. In order to obtain higher-order accuracy, neighboring cell averages must
be used to reconstruct an approximate polynomial solution in each cell. This reconstruc-
tion procedure is the key step for many high-resolution schemes. We mention here the
notable examples of the high-resolution upwind FCT, MUSCL, TVD, PPM, ENO, and
WENO schemes [6, 11, 13, 14, 26, 42] and this list is far from being complete. The cen-
tral scheme of Nessyahu and Tadmor (NT) [30] provides a second-order generalization
of the staggered LxF scheme. It is based on the same piece-wise linear reconstructions
of cell averages used with upwind schemes, yet the solution of (approximate) Riemann
problems is avoided. High resolution generalizations of the NT scheme were developed
since the 90s as the class of central schemes in e.g. [1, 2, 4, 16, 18, 19, 21, 22, 25, 27, 28, 35]
and the list is far from being complete. The second-order MUSCL, high-order ENO and
WENO reconstructions are effective non-oscillatory reconstruction methods which select
the smoothest possible nearby cell averages to reconstruct the approximate polynomial
solution in a cell, and can be used for uniform or unstructured meshes in multi space
dimensions. In Hu and Shu [15], WENO schemes for triangular meshes are developed,
and in Arminjon and St-Cyr [1], the central scheme with the MUSCL reconstruction is
extended to unstructured staggered meshes. When the reconstruction order becomes
higher, characteristic decomposition is usually necessary to reduce spurious oscillations
for systems of conservation laws. Characteristic decomposition locally creates larger
smooth area for polynomial reconstruction by separating discontinuities into different
characteristic fields. Comparisons of high-order WENO and central schemes with or
without characteristic decomposition are studied in Qiu and Shu [31]. As the formal or-
der of accuracy becomes higher, e.g. 5th-order, spurious oscillations become evident for
both schemes without characteristic decomposition (for the Lax problem), even though
oscillations in central schemes tend to be smaller.

In a series of works by Cockburn and Shu et al. ( [8–10] etc), discontinuous Galerkin
(DG) methods are developed for nonlinear conservation laws and related equations.
Compared to finite volume schemes, DG stores and evolves every polynomial coeffi-
cient in a cell over time. Therefore there is no need to use information in non-local cells to
achieve high-order accuracy. When the solution is non-smooth, similar to finite volume
schemes, DG also needs a nonlinear limiting procedure to remove spurious oscillations
in order to maintain the high resolution near discontinuities. In Cockburn and Shu [8],
a limiting procedure is introduced for DG which compares the variation of the polyno-
mial solution in a cell to the variation of neighboring cell averages to detect the non-
smoothness. The nonlinear part of the polynomial is truncated in the non-smooth region.
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The limiting procedure is proved to be total variation bounded (TVB). In [5], Biswas,
Devine and Flaherty develop a moment limiter which takes into account higher degree
terms. In Qiu and Shu [32, 33], the WENO and Hermite WENO reconstructions are de-
veloped as limiters for DG. The list of new developments for limiting in DG is growing
and is far from being complete. In [29], we develop a central discontinuous Galerkin (DG)
method on overlapping cells and a non-oscillatory limiting procedure. The so-called hier-
archical reconstruction is related to [5] and to the early work [8]. This limiting procedure
requires only linear reconstructions at each stage using information from adjacent cells
and can be implemented (at least in theory) for any shape of cells. Therefore it could be
useful for unstructured meshes or even for dynamically moving meshes (e.g. Tang and
Tang [41]), although we do not pursue too far in unstructured meshes here. Another dis-
tinguished feature of the hierarchical reconstruction is that it does not use characteristic
decomposition even in high order, which we are going to study further in this work by
using the finite volume framework.

We develop a new finite volume approach by using the hierarchical reconstruction in-
troduced in [29]. Instead of directly reconstructing a non-oscillatory polynomial solution
in each cell by using the smoothest neighboring cell averages, we break the task into two
steps. First we use a central finite volume reconstruction (or other convenient methods)
to reconstruct a high degree polynomial in each cell. These polynomials are not neces-
sarily non-oscillatory, therefore the reconstruction can be done in a simple way. Then we
apply the hierarchical reconstruction to the piece-wise polynomial solution in order to
remove the possible spurious oscillations while keeping the high-order accuracy. With
this approach, we demonstrate that both central schemes on overlapping cells and finite
volume schemes on non-staggered meshes do not have significant spurious oscillations
without characteristic decomposition, for formal order of accuracy as high as 5th-order,
although there are still some small overshoots and undershoots at discontinuities of the
solution.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly introduce central schemes
on overlapping cells. Finite volume schemes on non-staggered grids are described in
Section 3. Various central reconstructions for overlapping cells and non-staggered grids
are discussed within these sections. In Section 4, we discuss the non-oscillatory hierar-
chical reconstruction procedure for these schemes. Numerical examples are presented in
Section 5.

2 Central schemes on overlapping cells

Consider the scalar one dimensional conservation law

∂u

∂t
+

∂ f (u)

∂x
=0, (x,t)∈R×(0,T). (2.1)

Set {xi := x0+i∆x}, let Ci+1/2 := [xi,xi+1) be a uniform partition of R and let {U
n
i+1/2}

denote the set of approximate cell averages U
n
i+1/2 ≈ (1/∆x)

∫
Ci+1/2

u(x,tn)dx. Similarly,
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we set Di:=[xi−1/2,xi+1/2) as the dual partition and let {V
n
i } denote the corresponding set

of approximate cell average V
n
i ≈(1/∆x)

∫
Di

u(x,tn)dx. Starting with these two piecewise-

constant approximations†,

∑
i

U
n
i+1/21Ci+1/2

(x) and ∑
i

V
n
i 1Di

(x),

we proceed to compute our approximate solution at the next time level, tn+1 := tn+∆tn.
To this end, we reconstruct two higher-order piecewise-polynomial approximations,

Un(x)=∑
i

Ui+1/2(x)1Ci+1/2
(x) and Vn(x)=∑

i

Vi(x)1Di
(x)

with breakpoints at xi, i =0,±1,±2,··· , and respectively, at xi+1/2, i =0,±1,±2,··· . These

piecewise-polynomials should be conservative in the sense that
∫

Cj+1/2
Un(x)dx=∆xU

n
j+1/2

and
∫

Dj
Vn(x)dx = ∆xV

n
j for all j’s. Following Nessyahu and Tadmor [30], the central

scheme associated with these piecewise-polynomials reads

V
n+1
i =

1

∆x

∫

Di

Un(x)dx−
∆tn

∆x

[
f (Un+ 1

2 (xi+1/2))− f (Un+ 1
2 (xi−1/2))

]
, (2.2a)

U
n+1
i+1/2 =

1

∆x

∫

Ci+1/2

Vn(x)dx−
∆tn

∆x

[
f (Vn+ 1

2 (xi+1))− f (Vn+ 1
2 (xi))

]
. (2.2b)

To guarantee second-order accuracy, the right-hand-sides of (2.2a), (2.2b) require the ap-

proximate values of Un+ 1
2 (xj+1/2)≈u(xj+1/2, tn+ 1

2 ) and Vn+ 1
2 (xj)≈u(xj,t

n+ 1
2 ) to be eval-

uated at the midpoint t+∆tn/2. Replacing the midpoint rule with higher-order quadra-
tures, yields higher-order accuracy, e.g., [4, 27].

The central Nessyahu-Tadmor (NT) scheme (2.2) and its higher-order generalizations
provide effective high-resolution “black-box” solvers to a wide variety of nonlinear con-
servation laws. When ∆t is very small, however, e.g., with ∆t=O

(
(∆x)2

)
as required by

the CFL condition for convection-diffusion equations for example, the numerical dissipa-
tion of the NT schemes becomes excessively large. The excessive dissipation is due to the
staggered grids where at each time-step, cell averages are shifted ∆x/2-away from each
other. To address this difficulty, Kurganov and Tadmor, [22], suggested to remove this
excessive dissipation by using staggered grids which are shifted only O(∆t)-away from
each other. This amounts to using control volumes of width O(∆t) so that the resulting
schemes admits semi-discrete limit as ∆t→0, the so called “central-upwind” schemes in-
troduced in [22] and further generalized in [21]. Recent work on reduction of numerical
dissipation in central-upwind schemes can be found in [20]. Liu [28] introduced another
modification of the NT scheme which removes its O(1/∆t) dependency of numerical
dissipation. In this approach, one takes advantage of the redundant representation of

†Here and below, 1Ω(x) denotes the characteristic function of Ω.
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the solution over overlapping cells, V
n
i and U

n
i+1/2. The idea is to use a O(∆t)-dependent

weighted average of U
n
i+1/2 and V

n
i . To simplify our discussion, we momentarily give up

second-order accuracy in time, setting Un+ 1
2 =Un and Vn+ 1

2 =Vn in (2.2a) and (2.2b). The
resulting first-order forward-Euler formulation of the new central scheme reads

V
n+1
i = θ

( 1

∆x

∫

Di

Un(x)dx
)
+(1−θ)V

n
i −

∆tn

∆x

[
f (Un(xi+1/2))− f (Un(xi−1/2))

]
, (2.3a)

U
n+1
i+1/2 = θ

( 1

∆x

∫

Ci+1/2

Vn(x)dx
)
+(1−θ)U

n
i+1/2−

∆tn

∆x

[
f (Vn(xi+1))− f (Vn(xi))

]
. (2.3b)

Here θ :=∆tn/∆τn where ∆tn=tn+1−tn is the time step size, ∆tn≤∆τn, ∆τn is a parameter
dictated by the CFL condition. ( ∆τn=(CFLfactor)×∆x/(maximumcharacteristicspeed),
where the CFL factor should be less than 1/2. At the time tn, ∆τn is first chosen with cer-
tain CFL factor, then ∆tn has the freedom to take any value in (0,∆τn] without introducing
excessive dissipation. The smaller ∆τn is chosen, the larger the numerical dissipation is.
We find in numerical experiments that setting ∆τn with CFL factor 0.4 is robust. In some
numerical tests with less interactions of discontinuities, we can choose larger ∆τn.) Note
that when θ=1, (2.3a), (2.3b) is reduced to the first-order, forward-Euler-based version of
the NT scheme (2.2a), (2.2b). The reduced dissipation allows us to pass to a semi-discrete

formulation: subtracting V
n
i and U

n
i+1/2 from both sides, multiplying by 1

∆tn , and then
passing to the limit as ∆tn →0 we end up with

d

dt
V i(tn)

=
1

∆τn

(
1

∆x

∫

Di

Un(x)dx−V
n
i

)
−

1

∆x

[
f (Un(xi+1/2))− f (Un(xi−1/2))

]
, (2.4a)

d

dt
Ui+1/2(tn)

=
1

∆τn

(
1

∆x

∫

Ci+1/2

Vn(x)dx−U
n
i+1/2

)
−

1

∆x

[
f (Vn(xi+1))− f (Vn(xi))

]
. (2.4b)

The spatial accuracy of the semi-discrete central scheme (2.4) is dictated by the order
the reconstruction Un(x) and Vn(x). The strong stability-preserving (SSP) Runge-Kutta
methods [12, 39] yield the matching high-order discretization in time. There are two re-
construction procedures for overlapping cells: one is the standard procedure to recon-

struct the two classes of cell averages {V
n
i :i=0,±1,±2,···} and {U

n
i+1/2 :i=0,±1,±2,···};

the other couples these two classes for reconstruction of the final representation of the
solution. Thus, this approach is redundant. At the same time, numerical examples in [28]
have shown that by coupling the reconstructions, redundancy does provide improved
resolution when compared with the one-cell average evolution approach of Godunov-
type schemes.
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x

y

Figure 1: 2D overlapping cells by collapsing the staggered dual cells on two adjacent time levels to one time
level.

2.1 Extension to multi dimensions

Consider the scalar conservation law

∂u

∂t
+∇x ·f(u)=0, (x,t)∈Rd×(0,T), (2.5)

where u = (u1,··· ,um)⊤. For simplicity, assume a uniform staggered rectangular mesh
depicted in figure 1 for the 2D case. Let {CI+1/2}, I=(i1,i2,··· ,id) be a partition of Rd into
uniform square cells depicted by solid lines in figure 1 and tagged by their cell centroids
at the half integers, xI+1/2 := (I+1/2)∆x. Let U I+1/2(t) be the numerical cell average

approximating (1/|CI+1/2|)
∫

CI+1/2
u(x,t)dx, in particular, U

n
I+1/2 = U I+1/2(tn). Let {DI}

be the dual mesh which consists of a ∆x/2- shift of the CI+1/2’s depicted by dash lines in
Fig. 1. Let xI be the cell centroid of the cell DI . Let V I(t) be the numerical cell average
approximating (1/|DI |)

∫
DI

u(x,t)dx. The semi-discrete central scheme on overlapping
cells can written as follows [28]:

d

dt
U I+1/2(tn)

=
1

∆τn

(
1

|CI+1/2|

∫

CI+1/2

Vn(x)dx−U
n
I+1/2

)
−

1

|CI+1/2|

∫

∂CI+1/2

f(Vn(x))·nds, (2.6a)

d

dt
V I(tn)

=
1

∆τn

(
1

|DI |

∫

DI

Un(x)dx−V
n
I

)
−

1

|DI |

∫

∂DI

f(Un(x))·nds. (2.6b)
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Figure 2: Left: 1D non-staggered cells. Right: 1D overlapping cells. To construct a 4th degree polynomial for
cell 3 involves cell 1,2,4,5 and 3.

2.2 Central reconstructions

Standard non-oscillatory finite volume reconstruction procedures such as ENO [14, 39]
or WENO [17, 26] etc, choose the smoothest possible nearby cell averages to construct a
non-oscillatory high-order polynomial in a cell. Here we take a different approach: first
construct a polynomial of the desired degree (which could be oscillatory) in each cell
by using a central finite volume reconstruction (or other finite volume reconstructions);
then apply the hierarchical reconstruction ([29], also described in Section 4) to remove the
possible spurious oscillations while keeping the formal order of accuracy of the central fi-
nite volume reconstruction. For systems of conservation laws, we use a component-wise
extension of (2.6) without characteristic decomposition. One of the special properties of
this new approach is that we observe essentially non-oscillatory numerical solutions near
discontinuities even for 5th-order schemes without characteristic decomposition, though
small overshoots do occur. Conventional methods without characteristic decomposition
tend to generate more evident artifacts or oscillations beyond 3rd-order formal accuracy,
see e.g. [31].

2.2.1 Central reconstructions in 1D

For convenience, we use a slightly different notation from previous subsections and
assume the approximate cell average Ui is given at the overlapping cell Ci, with cell
center xi, i = 1,2,··· ,5, see Fig. 2 (right). In order to construct a quadratic polynomial
U3(x−x3) = U3(0)+U′

3(0)(x−x3)+
1
2U′′

3 (0)(x−x3)2 in cell C3, one can solve the linear
system

1

|Ci|

∫

Ci

U3(x−x3)dx=Ui, i=2,3,4.

Similarly, in order to construct a 4th-degree polynomial U3(x−x3) = U3(0)+U′
3(0)(x−

x3)+
1
2U′′

3 (0)(x−x3)2+ 1
3! U

(3)
3 (0)(x−x3)3+ 1

4! U
(4)
3 (0)(x−x3)4 in cell C3, one solves the lin-

ear system

1

|Ci|

∫

Ci

U3(x−x3)dx=Ui, i=1,2,3,4,5.
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4 5

6 7 8

9 10

11 12 13

7

4 5

9 10

Figure 3: 2D overlapping cells. Left: to construct a cubic polynomial in cell 7 involves cell averages from 13
adjacent overlapping cells. Right: non-oscillatory hierarchical reconstruction for cell 7 involves only polynomials
in overlapping cell 4,5,9,10 and 7.

2.2.2 A central 4th-order reconstruction in 2D

Assume that the approximate cell average Ui is given at the overlapping cell Ci, with
cell centroid xi, i = 1,2,··· ,13, see Fig. 3 (left). In order to construct a cubic polynomial
U7(x−x7) in cell C7, we need 10 nearby cell averages. One could certainly pick a suitable
set of 10 cells (including cell C7) out of the 13 cells adjacent to cell C7. Here we take a
more systematic least square approach following [3, 15],

min

{

∑
1≤i≤13,i 6=7

[
1

|Ci|

∫

Ci

U7(x−x7)dx−Ui

]2
}

,

subject to

1

|C7|

∫

C7

U7(x−x7)dx=U7.

This can be solved by the method of Lagrangian multiplier. Let

G= ∑
1≤i≤13,i 6=7

[
1

|Ci|

∫

Ci

U7(x−x7)dx−U i

]2

+α

[
1

|C7|

∫

C7

U7(x−x7)dx−U7

]
.

Then ▽G=0 yields a linear system. The coefficient matrix of the linear system is invari-
ant from cell to cell for the uniform mesh. Therefore the least square problem is solved
only once and the inverse of the coefficient matrix can be stored for calculating a cubic
polynomial in each cell.

We also apply this reconstruction to an irregular staggered mesh such that for one
class of cells, ∆x = ∆y = h in the upper half domain and ∆x = 2∆y = h in the lower half
domain .
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3 4 5
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1

2 3

4

5 6

7

Figure 4: 2D overlapping cells. Left: to construct a quadratic polynomial in cell 4 (belongs to one class) involves
cell averages from 7 adjacent overlapping cells. Right: to construct a quadratic polynomial in cell 4 (belongs
to the dual class) involves different set of cells.

2.2.3 A central 3rd-order reconstruction in 2D

The similar least square strategy can also be used to reconstruct a quadratic polynomial
in each cell. However, we want to try a different reconstruction method here. It is non-
symmetric and is slightly different for the two classes of overlapping cells, see Fig. 4. On
the left, suppose cell C4 belongs to a cell class of the two overlapping cell classes, we can
reconstruct a quadratic polynomial U4(x−x4) in cell C4 by solving

1

|Ci|

∫

Ci

U4(x−x4)dx=U i, i=1,2,4,6,7,

and ∫

C3∪C5

U4(x−x4)dx=U3|C3|+U5|C5|.

On the right of Fig. 4, supposing cell C4 belongs to the dual cell class, we can reconstruct
a quadratic polynomial U4(x−x4) in cell C4 by solving

1

|Ci|

∫

Ci

U4(x−x4)dx=U i, i=2,3,4,5,6,

and ∫

C1∪C7

U4(x−x4)dx=U1|C1|+U7|C7|.

Even though the reconstruction is non-symmetric for each class of cells, their combination
has no preference in each coordinate direction.

3 Finite volume schemes

The new finite volume approach can also be applied to non-staggered meshes. We first
study a 5th-order finite volume scheme on the 1D uniform grid for equation (2.1). Re-
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call that {xi := x0+i∆x}, Ci+1/2 :=[xi,xi+1) is a uniform partition of R, and {U
n
i+1/2} (or

{Ui+1/2(tn)}) denotes the set of approximate cell averages U
n
i+1/2≈(1/∆x)

∫
Ci+1/2

u(x,tn)dx.

Out of these approximate cell averages, one can apply a conservative finite volume re-
construction to obtain a piece-wise polynomial Un(x) (or U(x,tn)) with breaking points
at {xi}. Then the semi-discrete finite volume formulation can be written as follows (see
e.g. [38] for more details)

d

dt
Ui+1/2(tn)=−

1

∆x
( f̂ n

i+1− f̂ n
i ), (3.1)

where f̂ n
i is the numerical flux defined by f̂ n

i = h(Un(xi−),Un(xi+)). Here we use the
Lax-Friedrichs (LF) flux:

h(a,b)=
1

2
[ f (a)+ f (b)−β(b−a)],

where β = maxu | f ′(u)| is the largest characteristic speed. For systems of conservation
laws, we use a component-wise extension of (3.1) without characteristic decomposition.

3.1 A 5th-order central reconstruction in 1D

Assume the approximate cell average Ui is given at cell Ci, with cell center xi, i=1,2,··· ,5,
see Fig. 2 (left). In order to construct a 4th degree polynomial U3(x−x3) = U3(0)+

U′
3(0)(x−x3)+

1
2U′′

3 (0)(x−x3)2+ 1
3! U

(3)
3 (0)(x−x3)3+ 1

4! U
(4)
3 (0)(x−x3)4 in cell C3, one solves

the following linear system

1

|Ci|

∫

Ci

U3(x−x3)dx=Ui, i=1,2,3,4,5.

The reconstructed polynomial can be oscillatory near discontinuities of the solution. The
next step is to apply the hierarchical reconstruction to remove possible spurious oscilla-
tions.

3.2 A 4th-order central reconstructions in 2D

In Fig. 5 (left), in order to reconstruct a cubic polynomial in cell C7, we use a similar
method as in Section 2.2.2.

3.3 A 5th-order finite difference scheme in 2D

In Shu and Osher [39], an efficient finite difference ENO scheme is developed for uni-
form rectangular grid in multi space dimensions. It only uses a 1D finite volume ENO
reconstruction of a function from its 1D cell averages. These 1D cell averages are set to
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11

Figure 5: Left: a 4th-order central finite volume reconstruction in cell 7 uses cell averages in cell 1,2,··· ,13.
Right: the hierarchical reconstruction in cell 7 involves only polynomials in cell 3,6,7,8,11.

be equal to the point values of a flux function at the corresponding cell centers. Char-
acteristic decomposition is necessary for higher-order reconstructions, such as the fifth-
order ENO or WENO reconstruction, to avoid spurious oscillations. Here we use the
finite difference framework of [39] and combine it with the 1D fifth-order central finite
volume reconstruction in Section 3.1 followed by the 1D hierarchical reconstruction (see
Section 4). This modified finite difference scheme is implemented without characteristic
decomposition.

4 Non-oscillatory hierarchical reconstruction

The central reconstruction out of nearby cell averages generates a polynomial in each
cell. However, the solution of nonlinear conservation laws may contain discontinuities,
and the Gibbs phenomenon could appear in reconstructed polynomials. We are going
to apply the non-oscillatory hierarchical reconstruction procedure developed in [29] to
remove the possible oscillations and achieve higher resolution near discontinuities. This
technique has been developed for the central discontinuous Galerkin formulation in [29].
We show that it also works for finite volume schemes with simple central reconstructions.

From the central or finite volume schemes with the SSP Runge-Kutta time stepping
methods, we obtain a piece-wise polynomial solution U(x) (and V(x) for dual cells in
overlapping grids) at a Runge-Kutta stage, after applying central reconstructions. For
example, for the uniform overlapping grid (see Fig. 1 for 2D case), we can write

U(x)= ∑
I+1/2

UI+1/2(x−xI+1/2)1CI+1/2
(x)∈M and V(x)=∑

I

VI(x−xI)1DI
(x)∈N ,

recalling that xI+1/2 and xI are centroids of cell CI+1/2 and DI respectively; UI+1/2(x−
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xI+1/2) and VI(x−xI) are the polynomials (of degree r) in cells CI+1/2 and DI respectively.
The task is to reconstruct a ’limited’ version of the polynomial in cell CI+1/2, retaining
high-order accuracy and removing spurious oscillations. For convenience the adjacent
cells are renamed as the set {CJ} (which contain cell CI+1/2, DI etc), and the polynomials
(of degree r) supported on them are thus renamed as {UJ(x−xJ)} respectively, where xJ

is the cell centroid of cell CJ . We write UI+1/2(x−xI+1/2) in terms of its Taylor expansion,

UI+1/2(x−xI+1/2)=
r

∑
m=0

∑
|m|=m

1

m!
U

(m)
I+1/2(0)(x−xI+1/2)

m,

where
1

m!
U

(m)
I+1/2(0) are the coefficients which participate in its typical m-degree terms,

∑
|m|=m

1

m!
U

(m)
I+1/2(0)(x−xI+1/2)

m, |m|=0,··· ,r.

In the following, we briefly describe the hierarchical reconstruction procedure to recom-
pute the polynomial UI+1/2(x−xI+1/2) by using polynomials in cells {CJ}. It describes a
procedure to compute the new coefficients

1

m!
Ũ

(m)
I+1/2(0), m= r,r−1,··· ,0

in UI+1/2(x−xI+1/2), iterating from the highest to the lowest degree terms.

To reconstruct Ũ
(m)
I+1/2(0), we first compute many candidates of U

(m)
I+1/2(0) (sometimes

still denoted as Ũ
(m)
I+1/2(0) with specification), and we then let the new coefficient for

U
(m)
I+1/2(0) be

Ũ
(m)
I+1/2(0)= F

(
candidatesofU

(m)
I+1/2(0)

)
,

where F is a convex limiter of its arguments.

In order to find these candidates of U
(m)
I+1/2(0), |m|= m, we take a (m−1)-th-order

partial derivative of UI+1/2(x−xI+1/2), and denote it by

∂m−1UI+1/2(x−xI+1/2)= LI+1/2(x−xI+1/2)+RI+1/2(x−xI+1/2),

where LI+1/2 is the linear part and RI+1/2 is the remainder. Clearly, a ‘candidate’ for
a coefficient in the first degree terms of LI+1/2 is the candidate for the corresponding

U
(m)
I+1/2(0).

In order to find the candidates for all the coefficients in the first degree terms of
LI+1/2(x−xI+1/2), we only need to know the new approximate cell averages of LI+1/2(x−
xI+1/2) on d+1 distinct mesh cells adjacent to cell CI+1/2, where d is the spatial dimen-
sion. The set of these d+1 cells with given new approximate cell averages is called a
stencil.

It is shown in [29] the approximation order of accuracy of a polynomial in a cell is
unaffected by the algorithm.
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Algorithm 4.1:

Step 1. Suppose r≥2. For m= r,r−1,··· ,2, do the following:

a. Take a (m−1)-th-order partial derivative for each of {UJ(x−x J)} to obtain polynomials

{∂m−1UJ(x−x J)} respectively. In particular, denote ∂m−1UI+1/2(x−xI+1/2) = LI+1/2(x−
xI+1/2)+RI+1/2(x−xI+1/2), where LI+1/2(x−xI+1/2) is the linear part of ∂m−1UI+1/2(x−
xI+1/2) and RI+1/2(x−xI+1/2) is the remainder.

b. Calculate the cell averages of {∂m−1UJ(x−x J)} on cells {CJ} to obtain {∂m−1UJ} respectively.

c. Let R̃I+1/2(x−xI+1/2) be the RI+1/2(x−xI+1/2) with its coefficients replaced by the corre-

sponding new coefficients. Calculate the cell averages of R̃I+1/2(x−xI+1/2) on cells {CJ} to

obtain {RJ} respectively.

d. Let LJ =∂m−1UJ−RJ for all J.

e. Form stencils out of the new approximate cell averages {L J} by using a non-oscillatory finite
volume MUSCL or second-order ENO strategy. Each stencil will determine a set of candidates
for the coefficients in the first degree terms of LI+1/2(x−xI+1/2), which are also candidates for

the corresponding U
(m)
I+1/2(0)’s, |m|=m.

f. Repeat from (a) to (e) until all possible combinations of the (m−1)-th-order partial derivatives
are taken. Then the candidates for all coefficients in the m-th degree terms of UI+1/2(x−xI+1/2)

have been computed. For each of these coefficients, say 1
m! U

(m)
I+1/2(0), |m|= m, let the new

coefficient Ũ
(m)
I+1/2(0)= F

(
candidatesofU

(m)
I+1/2(0)

)
, where F is a convex limiter.

Step 2. In order to find the new coefficients in the zero-th and first-degree terms of UI+1/2(x−xI+1/2),
we perform the procedure of Step 1 (a)-(f) with m =1, and make sure that the new approximate cell
average LI+1/2 is in each of the stencils, which ensures that the cell average of UI+1/2(x−xI+1/2)
on cell CI+1/2 is not changed with new coefficients. The new coefficient in the zero-th degree term of
UI+1/2(x−xI+1/2) is LI+1/2.

4.1 An example for 2D overlapping cells

We briefly describe how to implement the hierarchical reconstruction for the piece-wise
cubic polynomial reconstructed in Section 2.2.2. Suppose in cell Cj (see Fig. 3 right), a
cubic polynomial is given as

Uj(x−xj,y−yj)

=Uj(0,0)+∂xUj(0,0)(x−xj)+∂yUj(0,0)(y−yj)+
1

2
∂xxUj(0,0)(x−xj)

2

+∂xyUj(0,0)(x−xj)(y−yj)+
1

2
∂yyUj(0,0)(y−yj)

2+
1

6
∂xxxUj(0,0)(x−xj)

3

+
1

2
∂xxyUj(0,0)(x−xj)

2(y−yj)+
1

2
∂xyyUj(0,0)(x−xj)(y−yj)

2+
1

6
∂yyyUj(0,0)(y−yj)

3,

where (xj,yj) is the cell centroid of cell Cj, j=4,5,7,9,10.

According to Step 1 of Algorithm 4.1 with m = 3, first take the (m−1 = 2) 2nd-order
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partial derivative ∂xx for them to obtain

Lj(x−xj,y−yj)=∂xxUj(0,0)+∂xxxUj(0,0)(x−xj)+∂xxyUj(0,0)(y−yj), j=4,5,7,9,10.

Calculate the cell average of Lj(x−xj,y−yj) on cell Cj to obtain Lj = ∂xxUj(0,0), j =
4,5,7,9,10 (note that R7(x−x7,y−y7)≡ 0). With the five new approximate cell averages
{Lj : j=4,5,7,9,10}, one can apply a MUSCL or a second-order ENO procedure to recon-
struct a non-oscillatory linear polynomial

L̃7(x−x7,y−y7)=∂xxŨ7(0,0)+∂xxxŨ7(0,0)(x−x7)+∂xxyŨ7(0,0)(y−y7)

in cell C7. In fact, we form four stencils {C7,C4,C5}, {C7,C5,C10}, {C7,C10,C9} and {C7,C9,
C4}. For the first stencil, solve the following equations for ∂xxxŨ7(0,0) and ∂xxyŨ7(0,0):

1

|Cj|

∫

Cj

L̃7(x−x7,y−y7)dxdy= L7+∂xxxŨ7(0,0)(xj−x7)+∂xxyŨ7(0,0)(yj−y7)= Lj,

j =4,5, similarly for other stencils. We obtain two sets of candidates for ∂xxxU7(0,0) and
∂xxyU7(0,0) respectively. By taking the 2nd-order partial derivative ∂xy for Uj(x−xj,y−
yj), j =4,5,7,9,10, we similarly obtain a set of candidates for ∂xyyU7(0,0) and enlarge the
set of candidates for ∂xxyU7(0,0). Taking the 2nd-order partial derivative ∂yy for Uj(x−
xj,y−yj), j = 4,5,7,9,10, yields a set of candidates for ∂yyyU7(0,0) and enlarge the set of
candidates for ∂xyyU7(0,0). Putting all candidates for ∂xxxU7(0,0) into the arguments of a

limiter function F
()

, we obtain the new coefficient ∂xxxŨ7(0,0) for ∂xxxU7(0,0). Applying

the same procedure to obtain new coefficients ∂xxyŨ7(0,0), ∂xyyŨ7(0,0) and ∂yyyŨ7(0,0).
Repeat the above procedure with m=2. Note that the R7(x−x7,y−y7) term as defined

in Algorithm 4.1 is non trivial now. For example, taking the 1st derivative ∂x for Uj(x−
xj,y−yj), j=4,5,7,9,10, we obtain

∂xUj(x−xj,y−yj)

=∂xUj(0,0)+∂xxUj(0,0)(x−xj)+∂xyUj(0,0)(y−yj)+
1

2
∂xxxUj(0,0)(x−xj)

2

+∂xxyUj(0,0)(x−xj)(y−yj)+
1

2
∂xyyUj(0,0)(y−yj)

2

=Lj(x−xj,y−yj)+Rj(x−xj,y−yj), j=4,5,7,9,10.

We compute the cell average of ∂xUj(x−xj,y−yj) on cell Cj to obtain ∂xUj, j=4,5,7,9,10;
and compute cell averages of the polynomial

R̃7(x−x7,y−y7)

=
1

2
∂xxxŨ7(0,0)(x−x7)

2+∂xxyŨ7(0,0)(x−x7)(y−y7)+
1

2
∂xyyŨ7(0,0)(y−y7)

2

on cell Cj to obtain Rj, j = 4,5,7,9,10. Redefine Lj = ∂xUj−Rj, j = 4,5,7,9,10. The same
MUSCL or second-order ENO procedure as described previously can be applied to the
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Figure 6: Left: 1D overlapping cells. Right: 1D non-staggered cells. Non-oscillatory hierarchical reconstruction
for cell 2 involves only cells 1,2 and 3.

five cell averages {Lj : j=4,5,7,9,10} to obtain new coefficients for the first degree terms of

L7(x−x7,y−y7), namely ∂xxŨ7(0,0) and ∂xyŨ7(0,0). Then we will take the 1st derivative
∂y for Uj(x−xj,y−yj), j=4,5,7,9,10, and so on as described in Algorithm 4.1.

Remark 4.1. For the 2D non-staggered mesh, the stencils we use are similar, see Fig. 5
right. One-dimensional hierarchical reconstruction in a cell only involves one adjacent
cell on the left and one on the right, regardless the degree of polynomials, see Fig. 6.

4.2 Remarks on undershoots

With the hierarchical reconstruction, there could still be some small overshoots or un-
dershoots near discontinuities. For strong shocks, the undershoots could introduce non
physical states. We find that in the computation of the double Mach reflection problem
( [43], see Section 5), the non staggered finite volume schemes (Section 3) with the hier-
archical reconstruction could introduce negative pressure at the shock front, where the
pressure ratio across the shock is above 100. We set a lower bound plow for the pressure,
e.g., plow = 3

4 pmin where pmin is the estimated lowest pressure ever occurred for the prob-
lem. At each time stage of the computation, if the pressure in a cell is below plow, we redo
the hierarchical reconstruction for the cell and its adjacent cells with the new coefficients
for the polynomial terms of degrees above one set to be zero in Algorithm 4.1, and recom-
pute the affected cell averages. This reduces the local formal accuracy to second-order in
possible trouble regions.

4.3 Remarks on limiters

In [29], the convex limiter function F
()

used in the hierarchical reconstruction can be the
minmod limiter

minmod{c1,c2,··· ,cm}=





min{c1,c2,··· ,cm}, if c1,c2,··· ,cm >0,
max{c1,c2,··· ,cm}, if c1,c2,··· ,cm <0,
0, otherwise,

(4.1)
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so that the linear reconstruction at each stage is a MUSCL reconstruction; or it can be

minmod2{c1,c2,··· ,cm}= cj, if |cj|=min{|c1|,|c2|,··· ,|cm|} (4.2)

so that linear reconstruction at each stage is a second-order ENO reconstruction. In cer-
tain situations these limiters used in the hierarchical reconstruction could degenerate the
accuracy for approximating smooth solutions. This is due to the abrupt shift of stencils
which reduces the smoothness of the numerical flux. Following [34, 37], we can perturb
the limiters slightly so that they become center-biased. Define the center-biased minmod
limiter to be

minmod1.1{c1,c2,··· ,cm}=minmod

{
(1+ǫ)minmod{c1,c2,··· ,cm},

1

m

m

∑
i=1

ci

}
, (4.3)

where ǫ is a small positive number. It is easy to see that minmod1.1 still returns a convex
combination of its arguments, and if ǫ=0, it becomes the minmod limiter. For all numeri-
cal experiments conducted in the paper, we take ǫ=0.01 and find that it does not increase
the overshoots or undershoots at discontinuities significantly, and it slightly improves
the resolution of the smooth solution near discontinuities.

4.4 Remarks on the complexity

In the 2D code we have developed for the 4th-order central scheme on overlapping cells
(Section 2.2.2) with the hierarchical reconstruction, we find that the hierarchical recon-
struction takes about half of the total CPU time. Therefore, using a smoothness detector
to turn off the hierarchical reconstruction in smooth regions will effectively reduce the
overall complexity. Here we use the low cost smoothness detector in [7]. After the high-
degree (of degree r) polynomial solution is obtained in each cell by a central reconstruc-
tion, the jump of the solution at the center of each cell edge is measured for non-staggered
meshes. If the jumps at the edges of a cell are smaller than ∆x(r+1)/2, the cell is consid-
ered to be in the smooth region and the hierarchical reconstruction will not be performed
in the cell; otherwise hierarchical reconstruction will be performed in the cell. For stag-
gered meshes, we only measure the jump at the cluster point of a cell where adjacent
overlapping cells join. This smoothness detector is used for all 2D computations (except
for accuracy tests for smooth solutions).

5 Numerical examples

In the numerical experiments, the third-order SSP Runge-Kutta time discretization method
[39] (also frequently called the third-order TVD Runge-Kutta method) is applied to all
schemes. When overlapping cells are used, only the solution in one class of the overlap-
ping cells is shown in the graphs throughout this section. For systems of equations, the
component-wise extensions of the scalar schemes (without characteristic decomposition)
are used in all computations.
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Table 1: 5th-order finite volume scheme (Sections 3.1, 4 and (4.1)) for the 1D Burgers’ equation.

∆x 1/10 1/20 1/40 1/80 1/160

l1 error 0.000138 4.42e-06 1.66e-07 6.77e-09 3.09e-10

order - 4.96 4.73 4.62 4.45

l∞ error 0.000201 8.95e-06 4.11e-07 2.33e-08 1.92e-09

order - 4.49 4.44 4.14 3.60

Table 2: 5th-order central scheme (Sections 2.2.1, 4 and (4.2)) for the 1D Burgers’ equation.

∆x 1/10 1/20 1/40 1/80 1/160

l1 error 1.24e-05 3.81e-07 1.21e-08 3.76e-10 1.18e-11

order - 5.04 4.98 5.01 4.99

l∞ error 2.16e-05 7.21e-07 3.28e-08 1.29e-09 5.62e-11

order - 4.90 4.46 4.67 4.52

Example 5.1. The Burgers’ equation with periodic boundary conditions:

ut+

(
1

2
u2

)

x

=0, u(x,0)=
1

4
+

1

2
sin(πx).

The errors are shown at the final time T = 0.1 when the solution is still smooth. The er-
rors computed by the 5th-order central scheme with hierarchical reconstruction (Sections
2.2.1, 4 and (4.2)) are listed in Table 2, with

∆τn =∆x/1.5, θ =1/2, ∆tn =min{θ∗∆τn ,∆x5/3}.

The errors computed by the 5th-order finite volume scheme with hierarchical reconstruc-
tion (Sections 3.1, 4 and (4.1)) are listed in Table 1, with ∆tn =min{CFL∗∆x/0.75,∆x5/3},
CFL =0.9. We can see that these schemes essentially achieve their expected accuracy, at
least in the l1 norm.

Example 5.2. The 2D Burgers’ equation with periodic boundary conditions:

ut+

(
1

2
u2

)

x

+

(
1

2
u2

)

y

=0, u(x,0)=
1

4
+

1

2
sin(π(x+y)).

The errors are shown at the final time T = 0.1 when the solution is still smooth. The
errors computed by the 3rd-order central scheme (Sections 2.2.3, 4 and (4.2)) are listed
in Table 3, with ∆τn determined with CFL number 0.4, θ = 0.9. The errors computed by
the 4th-order central scheme without hierarchical reconstruction (Section 2.2.2) are listed
in Table 4, with ∆τn determined with CFL number 0.4, ∆tn = min{0.9∗∆τn ,∆x4/3}. The
errors with hierarchical reconstruction (Sections 2.2.2, 4 and (4.2)) are listed in Table 5.
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Table 3: 3rd-order central scheme (Sections 2.2.3, 4 and (4.2)) for the 2D Burgers’ equation.

∆x 1/4 1/8 1/16 1/32 1/64

l1 error 8.21E-2 1.27E-2 1.60E-3 1.97E-4 2.43E-5

order - 2.69 2.99 3.02 3.02

l∞ error 5.10E-2 9.27E-3 1.62E-3 2.02E-4 2.86E-5

order - 2.46 2.52 3.00 2.82

Table 4: 4th-order central scheme (Section 2.2.2) for the 2D Burgers’ equation.

∆x 1/4 1/8 1/16 1/32 1/64

l1 error 2.83E-2 2.72E-3 1.85E-4 1.16E-5 7.12E-7

order - 3.38 3.88 4.00 4.03

l∞ error 2.27E-2 2.32E-3 2.12E-4 1.43E-5 8.57E-7

order - 3.29 3.45 3.89 4.06

Table 5: 4th-order central scheme (Sections 2.2.2, 4 and (4.2)) for the 2D Burgers’ equation.

∆x 1/4 1/8 1/16 1/32 1/64

l1 error 6.02E-2 5.91E-3 3.83E-4 2.19E-5 1.44E-6

order - 3.35 3.95 4.13 3.93

l∞ error 3.85E-2 4.24E-3 3.24E-4 2.38E-5 1.67E-6

order - 3.18 3.71 3.77 3.83

The errors computed by the 4th-order finite volume scheme (Sections 3.2, 4 and (4.3)) are
listed in Table 6, with ∆tn determined by CFL factor 0.5 or equal to ∆x4/3, whichever is
smaller. The errors computed by the 5th-order finite difference scheme (Sections 3.3, 4
and (4.3)) are listed in Table 7, with ∆tn determined by CFL factor 0.4 or equal to ∆x5/3,
whichever is smaller. We can see the errors meet the expectation. In particular, the errors
become more consistent when the center biased minmod limiter (4.3) is used.

Example 5.3. The 2D Euler equation can written as

ut+f(u)x+g(u)y =0, u=(ρ,ρu,ρv,E)T , p=(γ−1)(E− 1
2 ρ(u2+v2)),

f(u)=(ρu,ρu2+p,ρuv,u(E+p))T , g(u)=(ρv,ρuv,ρv2 +p,v(E+p))T ,

where γ = 1.4. There is a set of exact solution (and thus the initial value) given by ρ =
1+0.5∗sin(x+y−(u+v)t), u=1, v=−0.7 and p=1.

We conduct a convergence test for the 4th-order central scheme (Sections 2.2.2, 4 and
(4.3)) on an irregular mesh on the spatial domain [0,1]×[0,1], from the time T=0 to T=0.1.
The irregular staggered mesh is such that for one class of the overlapping cells, the cell
size is ∆x=∆y=h in the upper half domain and is ∆x=2∆y=h in the lower half domain.
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Table 6: 4th-order finite volume scheme (Sections 3.2, 4 and (4.3)) for the 2D Burgers’ equation.

∆x 1/4 1/8 1/16 1/32 1/64

l1 error 6.34E-2 5.93E-3 3.07E-4 1.35E-5 7.35E-7

order - 3.42 4.27 4.51 4.20

l∞ error 4.25E-2 4.66E-3 2.54E-4 1.63E-5 1.27E-6

order - 3.19 4.20 3.96 3.68

Table 7: 5th-order finite difference scheme (Sections 3.3, 4 and (4.3)) for the 2D Burgers’ equation.

∆x 1/4 1/8 1/16 1/32 1/64

l1 error 7.42E-2 4.22E-3 5.95E-05 2.40E-6 4.26E-8

order - 4.13 6.15 4.63 5.82

l∞ error 4.14E-2 4.63E-3 1.17E-4 5.45E-6 1.68E-7

order - 3.16 5.31 4.42 5.02

Table 8: 4th-order central scheme (Sections 2.2.2, 4 and (4.3)) on an irregular overlapping mesh (such that for
one class of cells, ∆x=∆y=h in the upper half domain and ∆x=2∆y=h in the lower half domain) for the 2D
Euler equation.

h 1/4 1/8 1/16 1/32 1/64

l1 error 5.84E-5 3.77E-6 2.36E-7 1.55E-8 1.26E-9

order - 3.95 4.00 3.93 3.62

l∞ error 2.15E-4 2.50E-5 2.63E-6 3.12E-7 3.54E-8

order - 3.10 3.25 3.08 3.14

The density errors are shown at the final time in Table 8. We can see that in the l1 norm,
the errors meet the expectation for the irregular mesh.

Example 5.4. We compute the 1D Euler equation with Lax’s initial data. ut+ f (u)x = 0
with u =(ρ,ρv,E)T , f (u)= (ρv,ρv2 +p,v(E+p))T , p=(γ−1)(E− 1

2 ρv2), γ =1.4. Initially,
the density ρ, momentum ρv and total energy E are 0.445, 0.311 and 8.928 in (0,0.5); 0.5,
0 and 1.4275 in (0.5,1).

The computed density profiles by various numerical schemes with hierarchical re-
construction are shown at T = 0.16 in Fig. 7 with ∆x = 1/200. For central schemes on
overlapping cells, ∆τn is chosen with CFL factor 0.4, ∆tn = 0.5∆τn . For finite volume
schemes, ∆tn is determined with CFL factor 0.9. The solid line is the numerical solution
on a fine mesh (∆x = 1/1000) computed by a central scheme on overlapping cells [28].
Compared with the 5th-order WENO scheme without characteristic decomposition, the
hierarchical reconstruction has essentially no spurious oscillations but small overshoots.
However, the 5th-order WENO scheme with characteristic decomposition gives the best
result.
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Figure 7: Comparative results of density for Lax’s Problem, ∆x=1/200. From left to right, top to bottom. (1)
3rd-order central scheme (Sections 2.2.3, 4 and (4.2)); (2) 5th-order finite volume scheme (Sections 3.1, 4 and
(4.1)); (3) 5th-order finite volume scheme (Sections 3.1, 4 and (4.3)); (4) 5th-order central scheme (Sections
2.2.1, 4 and (4.2)); (5) 5th-order WENO scheme (reprinted from [31], Copyright (2002), with permission from
Elsevier); (6) 5th-order WENO scheme with characteristic decomposition (reprinted from [31], Copyright (2002),
with permission from Elsevier).
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Figure 8: Shu-Osher Problem, ∆x = 1/40 by default. From left to right, top to bottom, (1) 5th-order finite
volume scheme (Sections 3.1, 4 and (4.1)); (2) 5th-order finite volume scheme (Sections 3.1, 4 and (4.3));
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Copyright (2002), with permission from Elsevier).
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Example 5.5. Shu-Osher problem [40]. It is the Euler equation with initial data

(ρ,v,p)=(3.857143, 2.629369, 10.333333), for x<−4,
(ρ,v,p)=(1+0.2sin(5x), 0, 1), for x≥−4.

The density profiles computed by various numerical schemes with hierarchical recon-
struction are plotted at T=1.8, with ∆x=1/40 by default, see Fig. 8. For central schemes
on overlapping cells, ∆τn is chosen with CFL factor 0.5, ∆tn =0.5∆τn. For finite volume
schemes, ∆tn is determined with CFL factor 0.9. The solid line is the numerical solution
on a fine mesh (∆x=1/200) computed by a central scheme on overlapping cells [28]. We
can see that the resolution of 5th-order finite volume schemes with hierarchical recon-
struction gets close to that of the 5th-order WENO scheme. The central schemes on over-
lapping cells with hierarchical reconstruction produce better resolution because twice as
many cells are used.

Example 5.6. Woodward and Colella problem [43] for the Euler equation computed by
various numerical schemes with hierarchical reconstruction. Initially, the density, mo-
mentum, total energy are 1,0,2500 in (0,0.1); 1,0,0.025 in (0.1,0.9); 1,0,250 in (0.9,1).

For central schemes on overlapping cells, ∆τn is chosen with CFL factor 0.4, ∆tn =
0.5∆τn. For finite volume schemes, ∆tn is determined with CFL factor 0.5. Compari-
son of density profiles at T = 0.01 and T = 0.038 of different schemes with hierarchical
reconstruction can be found in Fig. 9. The solid lines are the numerical solutions on a
fine mesh (∆x=1/2000) computed by a central scheme on overlapping cells [28]. We can
see that by using hierarchical reconstruction, 5th-order schemes without characteristic
decomposition can still generate quite stable results for this demanding problem.

Example 5.7. Double Mach reflection [43] computed by various numerical schemes with
hierarchical reconstruction. A planar Mach 10 shock is incident on an oblique wedge at
a π/3 angle. The air in front of the shock has density 1.4, pressure 1 and velocity 0. It is
described by the 2D Euler equation with γ=1.4, and the boundary condition is described
in [43].

The density profiles are plotted at T = 0.2 in Figs. 10 and 11, with 30 equally spaced
contours. For central schemes on overlapping cells, ∆τn is chosen with CFL factor 0.45;
for finite volume schemes, ∆tn is determined with CFL factor 0.5; for the 5th-order finite
difference scheme (Sections 3.3, 4 and (4.3)), ∆tn is determined with CFL factor 0.4. The
density along the line y = 1/3 is plotted against x in Fig. 12, on a mesh with ∆x = ∆y =
1/120. We can see that computed results are non-oscillatory on this mesh.

In Fig. 13, we show the density contour computed by the 5th-order finite difference
(Sections 3.3, 4 and (4.3)) on a mesh with ∆x=∆y=1/960. In Fig. 14, the 4th-order central
scheme (Sections 2.2.2, 4 and (4.2)) is applied to an irregular mesh such that for one class
of cells, ∆x = ∆y = h in the upper half domain and ∆x = 2∆y = h in the lower half do-
main. We can see in the graph that across the border line y=0.5 separating two different
grids, the horizontal shock becomes thicker while the vertical shock is almost unchanged.
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Figure 9: Woodward and Colella Problem. Comparison of density profiles at T=0.01 (left) and T=0.038 (right).
∆x=1/400. The 1st row: 5th-order finite volume scheme (Sections 3.1, 4 and (4.3)); 2nd row: 3rd-order central
scheme (Sections 2.2.3, 4 and (4.2)); 3rd row: 5th-order central scheme (Sections 2.2.1, 4 and (4.2)).
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Figure 10: Density contours of the double Mach reflection, ∆x = ∆y = 1/480. From top to bottom, left to
right: (1) 3rd-order central scheme (Sections 2.2.3, 4 and (4.2)); (2) 4th-order central scheme (Sections 2.2.2,
4 and (4.2)); (3) 4th-order finite volume scheme (Sections 3.2, 4 and (4.3)); (4) 5th-order finite difference
scheme (Sections 3.3, 4 and (4.3)); (5) 5th-order WENO scheme with characteristic decomposition (reprinted
from [36], Copyright (2003), with permission from Elsevier).
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Figure 11: Density contours of the double Mach reflection, ∆x = ∆y=1/600 by default. From top to bottom,
left to right: (1) 3rd-order central scheme (Sections 2.2.3, 4 and (4.2)), ∆x=∆y=1/720; (2) 4th-order central
scheme (Sections 2.2.2, 4 and (4.2)); (3) 4th-order finite volume scheme (Sections 3.2, 4 and (4.3)); (4)
5th-order finite difference scheme (Sections 3.3, 4 and (4.3)).

We can see that the 5th-order scheme with hierarchical reconstruction produces similar
results near the contact line as the 5th-order WENO scheme with characteristic decom-
position does.

Example 5.8. 2D Riemann problem [24] for the Euler equation. The computational do-
main is [0,1]×[0,1]. The initial states are constants within each of the 4 quadrants. Counter-
clock-wisely from the upper right quadrant, they are labeled as (ρi,ui,vi,pi), i = 1,2,3,4.
Initially, ρ1 =1.1, u1 =0, v1 =0, p1 =1.1; ρ2 =0.5065, u2 =0.8939, v2 =0, p2 =0.35; ρ3 =1.1,
u3 =0.8939, v3 =0.8939, p3 =1.1; ρ4 =0.5065, u4 =0, v4 =0.8939, p4 =0.35.

We want to further check two schemes for the problem: the 4th-order central scheme
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Figure 12: Double Mach reflection on a mesh with ∆x = ∆y = 1/120. Density plot along y = 1/3. From top
to bottom: (1) 3rd-order central scheme (Sections 2.2.3, 4 and (4.2)); (2) 4th-order central scheme (Sections
2.2.2, 4 and (4.2)); (3) 4th-order finite volume scheme (Sections 3.2, 4 and (4.3)); (4) 5th-order finite difference
scheme (Sections 3.3, 4 and (4.3)).
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Figure 13: Density contour of the double Mach reflection on a mesh ∆x = ∆y = 1/960. Left: 5th-order finite
difference scheme (Sections 3.3, 4 and (4.3)); Right: 5th-order WENO scheme with characteristic decomposition
(reprinted from [36], Copyright (2003), with permission from Elsevier).
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Figure 14: Density contour of the double Mach reflection. Computed on an irregular mesh (such that for one
class of cells, ∆x=∆y=h in the upper half domain and ∆x=2∆y=h in the lower half domain) by the 4th-order
central scheme (Sections 2.2.2, 4 and (4.3)). Top: h=1/240. Bottom left: h=1/400. Bottom right: h=1/480.
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Figure 15: Density contour of a 2D Riemann problem [24]. Left: 5th-order finite difference scheme (Sections
3.3, 4 and (4.3)), ∆x = ∆y = 1/400. Right: 4th-order central scheme (Sections 2.2.2, 4 and (4.3)) on an
irregular overlapping mesh such that for one class of the cells, ∆x = ∆y=1/400 in the upper half domain and
∆x=2∆y=1/400 in the lower half domain
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Figure 16: 2D Riemann problem [24]. Density along the line x = 0.8. Top: 5th-order finite difference scheme
(Sections 3.3, 4 and (4.3)). Bottom: 4th-order central scheme (Sections 2.2.2, 4 and (4.3)) on the irregular
overlapping mesh.

on irregular overlapping cells and the 5th-order finite difference scheme, both with hier-
archical reconstruction. The density contours are plotted at T = 0.25 in Fig. 15, with 40
equally spaced contours. The density profiles along x=0.8 are plotted in Fig. 16. We can
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see that the solutions of these high-order schemes are not oscillatory from these graphs.
It should be noticed that lower-order schemes can perform just as well for this problem,
see e.g. [23, 24].

5.1 Remarks on numerical experiments

The CPU time on a 1.8 GHz processor (AMD Opteron 244) for the computation of the
double Mach reflection (Example 5.7) on a mesh with ∆x = ∆y=1/120 is 18 minutes for
the 5th-order finite difference scheme (Sections 3.3, 4 and (4.3)); 47 minutes for the 4th-
order finite volume scheme (Sections 3.2, 4 and (4.3)); 38 minutes for the 3rd-order central
scheme on overlapping cells (Sections 2.2.3, 4 and (4.2)); 77 minutes for the 4th-order
central scheme on overlapping cells (Sections 2.2.2, 4 and (4.2)). The codes are written in
C++ and are compiled by “g++ −O4”. The complexity data is highly subjective to the
programming and compiler.

Even though central schemes on overlapping cells are more expensive, from our expe-
rience they tend to be more robust without characteristic decomposition for higher order:
having smaller overshoots/undershoots at discontinuities and smoother solutions else-
where (e.g., by comparing the constant solutions in [0.7,0.9] for the Lax problem, Fig. 7).
For the non-staggered 4th- and 5th-order schemes we need to fix the negative pressure
problem (due to the undershoots) for very strong shocks (Example 5.7).
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